Will you make our wishes come true?

Just imagine teacher professional development and parent meetings on the LRC Annex rooftop. I'm wishing for tables and chairs and a moveable whiteboard. --James

I'm dreaming of sewing machines for our Maker Space so artisans can create products to sell and students can learn. --Maggie

It would be so good if we had tablets and hotspots to bring to distant schools and to use at the new Maker Space. --Patrick

Math games and puzzles stimulate students' minds. I wish we had more for them to use. --Catherine

I love seeing how excited the students are to use LEGO, Robotics Kits and microscopes. I wish for these items for the Maker Space. --Brian

The Radio Read Aloud has kept learning alive for students during the Pandemic. I'm wishing for Recording Studio equipment for more shows and podcasts. --Cyrus

I'm wishing for colorful murals for our new library! --Esther

I love seeing how excited the students are to use LEGO, Robotics Kits and microscopes. I wish for these items for the Maker Space. --Brian

The Magic of technology is exciting for our learners. I wish for an electronic white board so we can teach in a more dynamic way! --Monicah

I love bringing books to the schools for Library Days. I wish for MORE Books! --Danson

I'm wishing to organize our new space with additional bookshelves and containers for art resources and materials. --Primma

I wish for a Kitchen Garden on our campus so I can make fresh and healthy meals for visitors and our staff. --Vicki

I'm dreaming of sewing machines for our Maker Space so artisans can create products to sell and students can learn. --Maggie

Math games and puzzles stimulate students' minds. I wish we had more for them to use. --Catherine